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“Shape in Visual Awareness”

Abstract:
Visual Awareness is a systolic process that “just happens” about every tenth of a second.  Awareness is 
prepersonal.  In contradistinction, Visual Perception is a cognitive activity, partly voluntary, partly involuntary. It 
ranges from mere awareness to reflective thought.  Visual perceptions are based upon multiple events of 
awareness, in many cases on multiple viewpoints. In this talk I focus on visual awareness - the soil on which 
visual perception grows. This implies a fixed viewpoint, and limited angular extent (Hildebrand's (1893) Fernbild). 
The space of visual awareness is non-Euclidean. It is a fiber bundle of depth (a singly extended quality) over 
the visual field (a two-fold extended simultaneous presence).  We have developed methods to probe this space, 
and have identified its geometrical structure. It is, of course, very different from the Euclidean "space of 
perspectives" that rules enactive vision. Its group of movements and similarities describes "mental movements", 
and its invariants are Shapes of Awareness.  Pure awareness is the stuff that provides conscious visual 
experience with its qualities and meanings. It is at the core of artistic practice. Visual art directors think "visual 
language" as on a par with the language of speach and reflective thought: it is crucial in applications of a 
pictorial nature. I review both empirical methods and formal structures that pertain to this realm of reality.
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